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Abstract— In this paper, we study the problem of controlling
a two-dimensional robotic swarm with the purpose of achieving
high level and complex spatio-temporal patterns. We use a
rich spatio-temporal logic that is capable of describing a wide
range of time varying and complex spatial configurations, and
develop a method to encode such formal specifications as a
set of mixed integer linear constraints, which are incorporated
into a mixed integer linear programming problem. We plan
trajectories for each individual robot such that the whole swarm
satisfies the spatio-temporal requirements, while optimizing to-
tal robot movement and/or a metric that shows how strongly the
swarm trajectory resembles given spatio-temporal behaviors.
An illustrative case study is included.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic swarms have received a lot of attention from the
robotics research community in recent years. Large teams
of robots are suitable for a broad range of applications
such as distributed task allocation [1], coverage [2], search
and rescue missions [3], and simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) [4]. With recent technological develop-
ments, producing a large number of inexpensive robots that
are equipped with sophisticated sensing, computation and
communication tools has become a reality.

Describing complex spatial specifications for swarms is
a non-trivial task. The existing methods rely on spatial
configurations generated from simple geometrical shapes,
potential fields or sets of target points [5], [6], [7]. However,
it is practically easier to specify collective spatial behaviors
of a swarm as opposed to specifying trajectories for each
individual robot. The authors in [8], [9] introduced a method
for controlling the abstract behavior of swarms based on the
first and second moments of their spatial distribution. This
is a useful approach to specify some simple patterns such as
ellipsoids and boxes. However, there is a necessity for a more
powerful framework of pattern specification that is not only
easily definable and interpretable by the user, but is also rich
enough to capture a wide range of complex spatial patterns
that are not expressible by merely statistical moments. For
this reason, we propose to use a formal spatial logic [10]
that is capable of describing high level global behaviors in
multi agent systems.

In this paper, we consider square-shaped two dimensional
workspaces that are gridded to equal-sized cells as illus-
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Fig. 1. An example of spatio-temporal patterning requirements for a swarm:
While avoiding the unsafe zone (red) at all times, attain the following
formations in any order within 30 seconds: 1) form a checkerboard pattern
(green) by populating every other cell on the north east quadrant of the
workspace. 2) Populate one of the grey squares in the south west quadrant.
After completing both tasks, gather in one of the L shaped upload regions
(cyan). All the tasks must be completed within 40 seconds and each
formation must be maintained for at least 3 seconds.

trated in Fig. 1. A user can express spatial requirements
for the swarm by defining shapes that can be formed by
unions of cells in the grid. The user can give the swarm
choices between distinct patterns. Furthermore, they can also
specify certain requirements for how these patterns should
evolve over time. An example of such a spatio-temporal
specification is given in Fig. 1. Such specifications involve
logical reasoning and provide different choices for the swarm
movement. A wide variety of complex patterns can be
defined in this framework that are not easily expressible
by earlier work in the literature. However, specifications of
this type can be naturally expressed as spatial temporal logic
(SpaTeL) [10] formulas.

We formulate the swarm motion planning problem corre-
sponding to a SpaTeL specification as a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) problem. A feasible solution to this
problem provides a high-level plan for the movements of
the swarm. We are also able to optimize a cost function. For
instance, we are able to minimize the total swarm movement
(energy), or find a plan that maximizes the satisfaction of a
specification (robustness), or a combination of both. Finally,
we develop a low-level strategy to move each individual
robot according to the high level plan. Two different solutions
for the specification given in Fig. 1 corresponding to two
different initial conditions are given in Fig. 3 and 4. It can
be seen that the optimal solution in Fig. 3 involves populating
the grey region before forming the checkerboard pattern and
populating the right cyan region at the end, while the optimal
solution in Fig. 4 forms the checkerboard pattern first and
populates the left cyan region.

Although temporal logic specifications in the context of
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mobile robot control and motion planning have been recently
explored in the literature, there is very limited prior work in
which complex requirements are expressed in both space and
time. The authors in [9] attempt to solve a similar problem,
but spatial specifications are limited to statistical moments of
the swarm in their work and thus complex spatial patterns
are not easily expressible. The authors in [11] introduced a
procedure to specify emergent spatial behaviors in swarms
by linear temporal logic and used model checking techniques
to verify such behaviors in swarms, but the control problem
is not discussed in that work. As opposed to linear temporal
logic multi-robot motion planning [12], [13], our solution is
optimization-based which is advantageous in the following
ways. First, we are able to optimize a general cost function,
which is difficult to formalize in automata-based approaches.
We are also able to deal with infeasibility by minimizing
the distance of the swarm trajectory from satisfaction. Fur-
thermore, under some relaxations, the complexity of our
approach is independent of the size of the swarm. Therefore,
our approach is easily applicable to large swarms.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we provide the
necessary background on SpaTeL specifications in Sec. II.
Next, the problem is formulated in Sec. III. The solution
and the technical details are explained in Sec. IV. Finally,
an illustrative case study is presented in Sec. V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Quad Transition Systems

A quad transition system (QTS) [10] is a tree data structure
defined as the tuple Q(t) = (V, E , vι, Vf , µ,L, l), where: V
is the set of nodes (vertices). E ⊂ V×V is the set of directed
edges (transitions). We say that v2 is a child of v1 if and only
if (v1, v2) ∈ E ; vι is the root (the only node which is not a
child of another node); Vf is the set of leaves (nodes without
children); µ : V × R≥0 → R+ is the valuation function,
designating each node a real value at any given time t ≥ 0;
L is a finite set of labels; l : E → L is the labeling function
that maps each edge to a label.

Let A(t) ∈ R2D×2D represent a time-varying 2D × 2D

matrix, where D ∈ N is the depth of the matrix and t ∈ R≥0

is time. We construct a QTS from A(t) as follows. We let the
root node vι represent A(t). Next, we partition the matrix
into four 2D−1×2D−1 sub-matrices, where each sub-matrix
is represented by a child of vι. We label each edge with a
directional label from the set L = {NW,NE,SE, SW},
where NW represents north west, SE represents south east,
etc (see Fig. 2). Next, we execute the same procedure for
each child until the leaf nodes are obtained, i.e. each leaf
is a single element matrix. Note that |Vf | = 22D and |V| =
D∑
i=0

22D. For each leaf node vf ∈ Vf , we let µ(vf , t) to be the

value of the corresponding element in A(t). The valuation
function for other nodes is recursively defined as the sum of
the valuations of its children, i.e.

µ(v, t) =
∑

(v,vc)∈E

µ(vc, t) ∀v ∈ V \ Vf . (1)
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Fig. 2. The QTS corresponding to the matrix A.

An example of a QTS construction is given in Fig. 2.
Given a subset of labels B ⊆ L, a labeled path of a QTS

is defined as a function that maps a vertex to a set of infinite
sequences of nodes:

λB(v0) := {(v0, v1, v2 · · · , vf )
∣∣(vi, vi+1) ∈ E , vf ∈ Vf ,
l(vi, vi+1) ∈ B, i ∈ N≥0},

(2)
where vf denotes infinite repetitions of leaf node vf . The
i-th element of a labeled path π ∈ λB(v) is denoted by πi.
For example, in Fig. 2, (v0, v1, v5) and (v0, v1, v6) are both
members of λ{NW,NE}(v0).

A QTS signal starting at time t is defined as Qt =
{Q(τ)|τ ≥ t}.

B. Spatial Temporal Logic (SpaTeL)

SpaTeL formulas are defined by nesting tree spatial su-
perposition logic (TSSL) specifications [14] inside tempo-
ral operators of signal temporal logic (STL) [15]. Formal
definitions of SpaTeL syntax and semantics can be found
in [10]. Informally, SpaTeL formulas are STL formulas
in which linear predicates over signals are replaced with
spatial formulas over quad transition systems and allow for
describing how spatial patterns change over time.

A TSSL formula is recursively formed by linear predicates
over the valuation function (1), spatial operators, and boolean
operators (∧,∨,¬). For example, ϕ := µ ∼ c, where ∼∈ {≥
, <}, is a very simple TSSL formula consisting of a single
predicate that indicates that the function µ of (1) at the initial
node vι must have a value of larger (smaller) than threshold
c. If the predicate is true, we write Qvι |= ϕ (read as QTS Q
satisfies formula ϕ at node vι). Spatial operators are used to
define specifications at nodes located in lower tree levels. For
instance, ∃B© ϕ (B ⊆ {NW,NE,SW,SE}) is the spatial
“there exists next” operator which means that the spatial
formula ϕ has to be satisfied for at least one of the children
of the initial node with directional label l(vι, v′) ∈ B. Fur-
thermore, ∀B©ϕ, read as “for all next”, indicates that ϕ must
be satisfied by all such children. Specifications at deeper tree
levels can be expressed similarly by nesting several spatial
next operators. In addition to spatial next, TSSL is equipped
with spatial until operators (∃Bϕ1Uκϕ2,∀Bϕ1Uκϕ2). Formal
definitions for all these operators are presented in [14].

A SpaTeL formula is recursively formed by TSSL for-
mulae, temporal operators, and boolean operators. Three
common temporal operators are eventually (FI ), always
(GI ), and until (UI ), where I = [t1, t2) is a time interval.
For instance, A QTS signal Qt |= FIϕ ( read as Qt satisfies
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FIϕ) if there ∃τ ∈ [t + t1, t + t2) such that Qτ |= ϕ and
Qt |= GIϕ if ∀τ ∈ [t+t1, t+t2) Qτ |= ϕ. A SpaTel formula
is satisfied by a QTS signal Qt if and only if it is satisfied
by the QTS at time t (Q(t)).

Example 1: Consider a 4×4 matrix with the requirement
that every other entry is zero (thus forming a checkerboard
pattern). There are two different realizations for this pattern,
that can be specified by the following TSSL formulas:

ϕc1 = ∀L© (∀{NW,SE}© (µ = 0))
ϕc2 = ∀L© (∀{NE,SW}© (µ = 0)),

where µ is the valuation function in the definition of
QTS. Now consider a spatio-temporal requirement that the
checkerboard pattern periodically switches tiles. The follow-
ing SpaTeL formula specifies this requirement:

Φc = G[0,t1)(F[0,t2)ϕc1 ∧ F[0,t2)ϕc2). (3)

SpaTeL is equipped with quantitative semantics. Quantita-
tive valuation (robustness) ρ(Φ, Qt) of a SpaTeL formula Φ
with respect to QTS signal Qt is calculated according to a
recursive definition presented in [10]. Positive and negative
robustness indicate satisfaction and violation, respectively.

ρ(Φ, Qt) > 0⇒ Qt |= Φ,
ρ(Φ, Qt) < 0⇒ Qt 6|= Φ.

(4)

The absolute robustness value can be viewed as a measure of
”distance to satisfaction”. In other words, a higher absolute
value for robustness indicates stronger satisfaction (violation)
of a specification. We use the definition of robustness in
subsequent sections to translate SpaTeL specifications into
mixed integer constraints.

Example 2 (Example 1 continued): Consider a stationary
QTS Q(t) = Q, where Q is the QTS depicted in Fig. 2.
By computing quantitative semantics, it is straightforward to
verify that specification Φc in (3) is violated by Q0 with a
robustness of −4.

The horizon of a SpaTeL formula is defined similar to
STL [16]. Intuitively, the horizon T of a SpaTeL formula
Φ is the maximum time for which some specification in Φ
must be checked against Qt. For instance, the time horizon
of G[0,20)F[0,5)∀L© (µ ≥ 1) is T = 25.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND APPROACH

Consider N homogenous planar robots with negligible
sizes in a two-dimensional space. The position of robot r at
time t is denoted by xr(t) ∈ X , r = 1, · · · , N , where X ⊂
R2 is the workspace of the robots, which is assumed to be
the following square: X := [−a2 ,

a
2 ]×[−a2 ,

a
2 ], where a is the

length of the square. Note that any rectangular workspace can
be normalized to meet this assumption. We denote the state
of the swarm by x(t) =

(
x1(t)T , x2(t)T , · · · , xN (t)T

)T
.

The kinematics of each robot is assumed as follows:

ẋr(t) = ur(t), r = 1, · · · , N, (5)

where ur(t) ∈ U is the control applied to robot r at time
t and U =

{
ur
∣∣ ‖u‖2 ≤ um}, where um is the maximum

speed that a robot can attain.

X is partitioned into 2D×2D number of equal-sized cells,
where D is the depth of the grid. A user expresses desirable
patterns by defining shapes that are formed by unions of
cells in the workspace, defining thresholds for the number
of agents populating each shape, and expressing temporal
requirements for those pre-identified patterns. The objective
in this paper is to synthesize a control policy for (5) such that
the spatio-temporal requirements expressed by the user are
met. We will provide a formal formulation for this problem
later in this section.

We construct the matrix N (t) ∈ N2D×2D , where the value
of each element is the number of robots in the corresponding
cell. We construct the time varying QTS Q(t) from N (t) us-
ing the procedure outlined in Sec. II-A. Note that the shapes
defined by unions of cells can be easily expressed using the
spatial next operator in tree spatial superposition logic (see
Example 3). Consequently, a SpaTeL specification Φ can be
automatically generated from the input specification.

Example 3: The specification that was introduced in Sec.
I (Fig. 1) is formalized by the following SpaTeL formula:

Φd = G[0,40)(¬ϕ1) ∧ (F[0,30)G[0,3)ϕ2)
∧(F[0,30)G[0,3)ϕ3) ∧ (F[30,40)ϕ4),

(6)

where ϕi are TSSL formulas describing patterns illustrated
in Fig. 1: ϕ1 is the red danger zone in Fig. 1, ϕ2 specifies
formation of a checkerboard pattern in the north west quad-
rant, ϕ3 specifies gathering inside one of the grey cells in
the south west quadrant, and ϕ4 represents populating one of
the L-shaped cyan regions. These formulas are automatically
generated by representing each cell in the gridded workspace
using appropriate spatial next operators of TSSL.

ϕ1 = ∀SE ©∀NW © (µ ≤ 0)∧
∀SW ©∀NE ©∀{NW,NE}© (µ ≤ 0)∧
∀SW ©∀NW ©∀NE © (µ ≤ 0),

ϕ2 = ∀NE © (∀L©∀{NW,SE}© (µ ≥ γ1)),
ϕ3 = ∀SW © (∀SW ©∃L© (µ ≥ γ2)),
ϕ4 = ∀NW © (ϕ5 ∨ ϕ6),
ϕ5 = (∀NE ©∀{NW,NE,SE}© (µ ≥ γ3))∧

(∀SE ©∀NE © (µ ≥ γ4)),
ϕ6 = (∀SW ©∀{NW,SW,SE}© (µ ≥ γ5))∧

(∀NW ©∀SW © (µ ≥ γ6)),

(7)

where L = {NW,NE,SW,SE}, and µ is the the number
of robots residing in a subregion of the workspace identified
by spatial operators and γ1−6 are thresholds for the minimum
number of robots that are required to populate each pattern.

We wish to find a control strategy that steers the swarm
such that Φ is satisfied. Such a policy is not usually unique.
Therefore, we choose a policy that optimizes a cost function.
For instance, we can minimize the total number of robot
displacements (one displacement is defined as moving one
robot from its current location to a neighboring cell). In
addition, a natural candidate for optimization is maximizing
the SpaTeL robustness. The problem that we consider in this
paper is formulated as follows:

Problem 1: Given a swarm of N agents with initial po-
sitions at x(0) and a SpaTeL formula Φ that describes time
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varying spatial requirements of the user, find an optimal and
correct control strategy such that:

ur(t)
r=1,··· ,N,t∈[0,T ]

= argmin −α ρ(Φ, Q0) + Jf (x(T ))

+
∫ T

0
Jr(x(t), u(t))dt,

s.t. Q0 |= Φ,
(8)

where ρ is the SpaTeL robustness, Q0 is the QTS signal
starting at time 0, Jf : R2N → R, Jr : R2N × UN → R,
are the endpoint cost and the running cost (Lagrangian),
respectively. The end time T is the time horizon of the
SpaTeL formula and α is a positive constant designating a
weight for SpaTeL robustness.

Our approach to problem 1 can be summarized as follows.
First, we find N (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T such that Q0 |= Φ. It is
known that this problem is undecidable in continuous time
[17]. Therefore, we (approximately) solve the problem in
discrete time assuming that at each time step, each robot
can be displaced by one cell to its right, left, up or down.
Therefore, we choose a sampling time such that: ∆t ≥

a
2D−1um

. We assume that the time intervals of the temporal
operators of Φ are multiples of ∆t. This assumption can be
matched by increasing D such that the time intervals can be
reasonably approximated by multiples of ∆t. We also denote
the last discrete time by K := T

∆t . The matrix N at time
t = k∆t is denoted by N [k]. We construct a discrete time
model for the evolution of N [k]. Next, we find the required
values at each time such that the SpaTeL specification is
satisfied using a MILP-based approach that is explained in
Sec. IV. Finally, we find continuous time controls for each
individual robot such that the number of each cell at time
t = k∆t matches its corresponding value in N [k].

IV. SOLUTION

A. Swarm Flow in Discrete Time

In this section, we develop a discrete time model that
characterizes the evolution of N [k]. At each time step, each
robot is only able to remain at its current cell or move to an
adjacent cell (The cell to its right, left, top, or down). All the
robots move synchronously during one time step. The flow
of the robots between the cells can be thought as a network.
The index of each cell is represented by [i, j], where i is
the row and j is the column of the element in the matrix
N [k]. The set of cells that are adjacent to [i, j] is denoted
by Ω([i, j]). We denote the number of robots in the cell [i, j]
at time step k by N[i,j][k]. The number of robots that move
from cell [i, j] to an adjacent cell [i′, j′] ∈ Ω([i, j]) during
time [k, k + 1]∆t is denoted by f

[i′,j′]
[i,j] [k], which is a non-

negative integer. The total number of robots that move out
from cell [i, j] at time step k is:

fout[i,j][k] :=
∑

[i′,j′]∈Ω([i,j])

f
[i′,j′]
[i,j] [k]. (9)

We add the following constraint:

N[i,j][k] ≥ fout[i,j][k], (10)

which indicates that the number of robots moving out from
a cell can not be more than the number of robots in the cell.
The number of robots that enter cell [i, j] at k is:

f in[i,j][k] :=
∑

[i′,j′]∈Ω([i,j])

f
[i,j]
[i′,j′][k]. (11)

The discrete time evolution of N [k] is:

N[i,j][k + 1] = N[i,j][k]− fouti,j [k] + f ini,j [k], (12)

which is a function of decisions made on the values of
f

[i′,j′]
[i,j] [k]. In a compact form, we define the decision variable
f [k] as the set:

f [k] =
{
f

[i′,j′]
[i,j]

∣∣∀[i′, j′] ∈ Ω([i, j]),∀[i, j]
}
, (13)

and the discrete time evolution of N [k] is written as:

N [k + 1] = F(N [k], f [k]). (14)

B. Mixed-Integer Formulation of SpaTeL Specifications

In this section, we explain how to recursively transform a
SpaTeL formula into a set of mixed-integer constraints. Our
method is inspired by the binary mixed-integer encoding of
STL formulas presented in [17].

For a predicate of a SpaTeL formula σ = (µ ≥ c), a
set of binary variables zσ[v, k] ∈ {0, 1}, v ∈ V , 0 ≤ k ≤
K, is associated such that values 1 and 0 indicate True
and False, respectively. The corresponding mixed integer
constraints are:{

µ[v, k]−Mzσ[v, k] ≤ c,
µ[v, k] +M(1− zσ[v, k]) ≥ c, (15)

where M is a sufficiently large positive number. Mixed
integer constraints for all predicates in the form of σ′ = (µ ≤
c) are defined similarly. For encoding a SpaTeL formula,
The following rules are used to map boolean, temporal, and
spatial operators into mixed integer constraints. These rules
are derived from the definition of SpaTeL robustness [10].
• Negation: Ψ = ¬Φ→ zΨ[v, k] = 1− zΦ[v, k];
• Conjunction:

Ψ =

m∧
i=1

Φi →

 zΨ[v, k] ≤ zΦi [v, k], i = 1, · · · ,m,

zΨ[v, k] ≥ 1−m+
m∑
i=1

zΦi [v, k];

• Disjunction:

Ψ =

m∨
i=1

Φi →

 zΨ[v, k] ≥ zΦi [v, k],

zΨ[v, k] ≤
m∑
i=1

zΦi [v, k];

• There exists spatial next: Ψ = ∃B © Φ → zΨ[v, k] =∨
π∈λB(v) zΦ[π1, k];

• For all spatial next: Ψ = ∀B © Φ → zΨ[v, k] =∧
π∈λB(v) zΦ[π1, k];

• There exists spatial until: Ψ = ∃BΦ1UκΦ2 →

zΨ[v, k] =
∨

π∈λB(v),i∈(0,κ]

(zΦ2
[πi, k]∧

∧
j∈[0,i)

zΦ1
[πj , k]);
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• For all spatial until: Ψ = ∀BΦ1UκΦ2 →

zΨ[v, k] =
∧

π∈λB(v),i∈(0,κ]

(zΦ2
[πi, k]∧

∧
j∈[0,i)

zΦ1
[πj , k]);

• Temporal eventually: Ψ = F[k1∆t,k2∆t)Φ→ zΨ[v, k] =∨
k′=k1,··· ,k2 zΦ[v, k′];

• Temporal always: Ψ = G[k1∆t,k2∆t)Φ → zΨ[v, k] =∧
k′=k1,··· ,k2 zΦ[v, k′];

• Temporal until: Ψ = Φ1U[k1∆t,k2∆t)Φ2 →

zΨ[v, k] =
∨

k′=k1,··· ,k2

(zΦ2
[v, k′]∧

∧
k′′=k1,··· ,k′

zΦ1
[v, k′′]).

Note that zΨ[v, k] ∈ [0, 1] is not required to be declared
an integer since it is automatically enforced to take binary
values. Finally, the problem of satisfying a general SpaTeL
formula, Q0 |= Φ, reduces to the following constraint:

zΦ(vι, 0) = 1, (16)

where vι is the root node of quad transition system.

C. Robustness-Based Encoding

In this section, we briefly explain how to incorporate
SpaTeL robustness into the mixed-integer encoding. The
method is much in spirit of the method in [18], where the
authors characterize the changes in the satisfaction of the
specification with respect to the changes in the predicates.
For a predicate in the form of σ = (µ ∼ c), it is straight-
forward to see from the definition of robustness [10] that
∂ρ(Φ,Q0)

∂c ∈ {0, 1} (non-decreasing) or ∂ρ(Φ,Q0)
∂c ∈ {0,−1}

(non-increasing), depending on the operators preceding the
predicate. Therefore, by increasing (decreasing) the value
of c for a non-increasing (non-decreasing) predicate, a con-
straint is tightened. Therefore, we alter the values of c in the
predicates as follows:{

c← c+ % ∂ρ(Φ,Q0)
∂c ∈ {0,−1},

c← c− % ∂ρ(Φ,Q0)
∂c ∈ {0, 1}.

(17)

Next, we add the constraint % ≥ 0 to ensure satisfaction of Φ.
It is easy to show that the maximum % that renders Q0 |= Φ
is equal to ρ(Φ, Q0).

D. High Level Planning

In the previous sections, we formulated the dynamics
and SpaTeL objectives as mixed-integer constraints. We
formulate the discrete-time version of Problem 1 as a MILP:

f [k]
k=0,1,··· ,K

= argmin −α %+ Jf (N [K])

+
∑K

0 Jr(N [k], f [k]),

s.t. N [k + 1] = F(N [k], f [k]),
zΦ(vι, 0) = 1, % ≥ 0,

(18)
where Jf and Jr are the discrete time versions of the end-
point and running cost, respectively. Note that we assume the
costs are linear functions. In this paper, we are particularly
interested in the following cost:

Jr(N [k], f [k]) =
∑

f [k], (19)

which corresponds to the total number of robot displacements
(energy). Note that all the values of f are non-negative.

In case the MILP above is infeasible, no control strategy
is able to satisfy the SpaTeL formula. In this case, we relax
the last constraint % ≥ 0, and choose a very large value for α
(or remove the other costs). Therefore, the resulting solution
solely maximizes the SpaTeL robustness, which is a negative
value. In other words, the SpaTeL violation is minimized.

E. Low Level Control Policy

The decision variables f
[i′,j′]
[i,j] [k] are obtained from the

solution to (18). The only remaining problem is to choose the
set of individual robots that must be moved from cell [i, j] to
adjacent cells. For this purpose, we choose f [i′,j′]

[i,j] [k] number
of robots that are closest to the edge between [i, j] and [i′, j′]
and move them with a constant velocity on a straight line. In
other words, if R[i,j][k] is the the set of robot indices that are
located inside cell [i, j] at time step k and R[i′,j′]

[i,j] [k] is the
set of robot indices that are supposed to be moved from [i, j]
to [i′, j′] ∈ Ω([i, j]) at time step k, the control law would
be:

ur(t) = a
2D∆t

.

(
j′ − j
i− i′

)
, r ∈ R[i′,j′]

[i,j] [k],

k∆t ≤ t < (k + 1)∆t.
(20)

A discussion on the complexity of the overall framework
can be found in the long version of this paper 1.

V. CASE STUDY

640 robots in a workspace partitioned into a 8 × 8 grid.
The SpaTeL formula of (6) corresponding to the specification
of Fig. 1 is the target, where we set γ1 = 80, γ2 =
640, γ3−6 = 160. The cost function that is minimized is
the total number of robot displacements given by (19). We
demonstrate the results for two different initial conditions.
A movie illustrating both cases is available on https:
//youtu.be/x-uI8N9iN3I.

A. Case 1

We set the initial configuration of robots to be in the uni-
formly distributed in the SW quadrant of the SE quadrant
(see Fig. 3 a). We formulate (18) as a MILP, which we
solve using Gurobi. The MILP is solved in 54 seconds on
a 3GHz Dual core Macbook Pro. Next, we move the robots
according to the plan obtained from the solution of the MILP.
Fig. 3 shows snapshots of the swarm movement during its
completion of the mission described by (6). It is seen that
the swarm first satisfies ϕ3, then ϕ2 and then ϕ5.

B. Case 2

Now we set the initial condition to be uniformly dis-
tributed in the NW quadrant of the NE quadrant (see Fig.
4 a).The MILP is solved in 43 seconds. The snapshots of the
swarm movement are shown in Fig. 4. This time, the optimal
plan is to satisfy ϕ2 first, then ϕ3 and finally ϕ6.

1http://arxiv.org/abs/1609.06283
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a) t = 0 b) t = 3 c) t = 11 d) t = 18 e) t = 27 f) t = 40

Fig. 3. Case study: Snapshots of the optimal swarm movement satisfying SpaTel formula (6) starting from the initial condition shown in figure a). First
the robots are gathered in one cell in the grey region to satisfy ϕ3, then robots move toward forming the checkerboard pattern, satisfying ϕ2. Finally
robots move to the populate the upper L-shaped pattern, satisfying ϕ5.

a) t = 0 b) t = 6 c) t = 13 d) t = 18 e) t = 22 f) t = 40

Fig. 4. Case study: Snapshots of the optimal swarm movement satisfying SpaTel formula (6) starting from the initial condition shown in figure a). First
the robots are forming the checkerboard pattern ϕ2, then they gather in one grey cell to satisfy ϕ3, and finally robots move to the populate the lower
L-shaped pattern, satisfying ϕ6.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Directions for future research include extending the frame-
work to under actuated swarms and developing distributed
control strategies for coordination of movements among
robots. We also plan to incorporate machine learning meth-
ods from [14] in order to synthesize control policies for more
complex spatial patterns which are automatically learned
from training data. Furthermore, we plan to create a graphical
user interface in which a potential user can define required
patterns for execution. The user would draw the patterns that
they want to emerge and specify time requirements. The
interface will use machine learning techniques to generate
SpaTeL formulas for those patterns. These formulas will then
be used by algorithms presented in this paper to synthesize
control policies for the swarm.
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